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Background 

The accumulation of surplus body fat that negatively affects someone's well-being is referred to as obesity. There 

is an unprecedented obesity epidemic that is spreading faster and farther, while there are no early indications that 

it will ever slow down. Numerous lines of clinical and preclinical studies have established a mechanistic 

relationship between chronic low-grade adipose tissue inflammation and issues with organ tissue in the treatment 

of overweight and obese people. This is primarily due to the strong interactions or cross-talk between several pro- 

and anti-inflammatory in nature signalling pathways involved in the immune system's response of expanding 

adipose depots, notably the visceral adipose tissue. Adipokines, in addition to cytokines and chemokines generated 

from immune cells and dysfunctional adipocytes, respectively, have a role in both the initiation and maintenance 

of inflammation in adipose tissue. TNF-alpha, one of them, has been suggested as a connection between fat and 

insulin resistance. Insulin resistance is a primary contributing factor to Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM), which 

happens when the body's cells cease reacting to insulin. According to estimates, IR usually appears 10–15 years 

before diabetes manifests itself. Usually, insulin resistance lasts for several years before type 2 diabetes emerges. 

We discuss the physiological mechanisms of obesity, the causes of inflammation, and resistance to insulin in this 

article. In order to avoid insulin resistance and Diabetes Mellitus Type 2, we also cover current treatments for 

obesity in this context. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Obesity is a state which is characterised by the building up of extra body fat, usually as a 

consequence of an imbalance between calorie intake and calorie expenditure (1). When a 

person's body mass index (BMI, measured in kg/m2), which is calculated by dividing their 

weight by the square of their height, is 30 kg/m2 or more, then they are contemplated to be 

obese. Whereas, having BMI between 25.0 - 29.9 kg/m2 is meant to be overweight. Many 

deaths are associated with being obese or overweight than being underweight. Additionally, 

obesity is more prevalent than under weightiness around the world (2). According to the widely 

recognised theory, the body's tendency to store excess energy relative to the amount that it 
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consumes is the main contributing factor. As a result of the excess energy being stored in fat 

cells, these cells become pathologically enlarged, which changes the nutritional signals that 

cause obesity (3). The most recent research, however, revealed that food sources and nutrient 

quality matter more than (4). 

 

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF OBESITY 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) recommends using BMI to characterise and confirm 

obesity (4). Adults with a BMI range of 25.0 - 29.9 kg/m2 are termed as overweight, and those 

with a BMI of 30.0 or more are believed to be as obese. Furthermore level of severity classes 

for obesity include class I having BMI range 30.0-34.9 kg/m2, class II having BMI range 35.0-

39.9 kg/m2, and class III having BMI  40.0 kg/m2. (5). Yet, there are notable variations among 

individuals in the percentile of body fat as per the stated score of BMI, which is specifically 

related to gender, ethnicity, and individual’s age. (6). The excessive accumulation of abdominal 

fat is known as "abdominal obesity," which coincides with more serious medical conditions. 

(7). When compared between the WHO, the International Diabetes Federation, and the 

American Heart Association, there are differences in the definition and measuring 

recommendations for abdominal obesity (8). There isn't, however, a global norm that applies 

to all nations or regions. (9). In both sexes and across all age groups, the probability of obesity 

has markedly raised, whereas women and older adults have significantly higher rates of obesity. 

(4). Although this trend is being closely observed on a global scale, the absolute prevalence 

rates vary with the regions, nations, as well as races. The wide spread presence of obesity is 

influenced by social and economic status; BMI rises more slowly in those with greater wealth 

and some middle-income countries. Since 2000, an upliftment of 24% was observed among 

the children of Africa under the age of five years who are overweight. Nearly 50% of Asian 

children under 5 as of 2019 (10).  

 

PATHOGENESIS OF OBESITY 

The control of calories consumed, hunger, and lack of physical activities are actually the main 

cause of obesity. Though socioeconomic level, underlying genetic, and environmental factors, 

however, may also have an impact. 

Eating Patterns and Energy Balance  

The physiological theory that fat formation is brought on by a lack of energy between calories 

taken and calories expended is the basis of current medical advice for managing obesity. The 

obesity epidemic is mostly caused by more calories being consumed from more readily 

available, healthy, and energetic food. The patient's capacity for balance is severely affected by 

food intake and numerous environmental, economic and social factors associated to the 

availability food (11). According to a follow-up study of 13-years, the youth who ingested more 

convenience food were observed to be 6 kg or heavier and more had a higher circumference of 

the waist than those who had the least fast-food consumption. Additionally, it was discovered 

that people had a higher likelihood of getting metabolic syndrome and having hazardous 

weight-related health conditions such high triglyceride levels (12). Obesogenic advertising that 
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supports fatty or sugary drinks or foods has a negative impact on how individuals behave. 

According to analysis, African American programmes promoted food more than general market 

programmes. The vast majority of the aforementioned food advertisements focused on fast 

food, confectionary, meat and soda, instead of pasta, grains, veggies, and fruits. This is 

particularly true of junk food that is high in fat and sugar since it can activate the brain's reward 

centres, which are also activated by addictive narcotics like cocaine and heroin (13). For 

successful treatment of obesity, doctors must conduct a systematic assessment of factors related 

to patients’ health that affects metabolism energy intake, and energy expenditure. (14). 

Family History and Lifestyle 

A person's lifestyle, mental health, and family history are all potential risk factors for obesity. 

Family heredity (propensity to store fat) (15) or lifestyle (bad dietary or activity habits) (16) 

might increase the probability of becoming obese. Obesity is a condition that can be influenced 

by both nature and nurture. One obese parent increases a child's chance of being obese as an 

adult by three times, whereas two obese parents raise the chance of becoming obese as an adult 

by ten times. Future research believes that the tradition of cardiometabolic disorders of family 

along with obesity are two major risk factors responsible for the severity of obesity in children, 

total 260 children (139 girls with 121 boys, aging 2.4 and 17.2 years). A prospective survey 

conducted on 3148 school going boys in Ariana (aging for 6 years to 10 years) revealed a 

number of risk factors for children obesity, eating in the middle of meals, specifically after 

dinner, consuming juice on a daily basis, sparkling beverages, sweets, and sugary foods, sleep 

deprivation (Under eight hours each night), and also including obesity of parents (18). In 

conducted two studies on child -mother pairings in America, it was discovered that healthy diet 

of parents' during their children's early years and adolescent years were strongly associated 

with a much lower incidence of obesity. These outcomes emphasise the benefits of parental or 

family-level interventions to minimize the chances of childhood obesity. (19). But families are 

not the only ones who contribute to childhood obesity. In America, physical education was used 

as a well-regulated public-school curriculum at larger-level. (20). Growing the amount of time 

on gaming consoles as well as electronic devices at the expense of expenditure of time spent 

physically or outside is one of the key causes that would have led to a fall in children's physical 

activity. Any argument against the technological modernisation is difficult but the above 

findings mentions that younger people's health suffers as a result of these daily advancements 

in technology. (21). 

Microenvironment and Gut Microbiome 

The altered intestinal milieu caused by obesity supports a broader range of virus genotypes 

than thinner hosts do (22). The development of pathogenic variations that can cause more 

severe disease is more likely to occur in this environment (23). There is growing evidence that 

the host's weight and metabolism are impacted by variations in the gut flora. For instance, 

sterile male mice (ignoring intestinal microflora) had 42% lower total body fat than mice with 

normal gut microbiota, although eating 29% more each day. But after caecal microbial 

colonisation, these mice's total body fat grew by 57%, their skinny body mass dropped by 7%, 

and their Everyday meal consumption dropped by 27% (22). After microflora colonisation, a 
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follow-up study discovered that the capillary density in the distal small intestine villi rose by 

25%. This finding suggests that the alterations were brought on by decreased energy 

expenditure and simultaneously increased adipose tissue deposition. Female mice showed 

comparable outcomes as well (24). The majority of the 3.8 1013 microorganisms that make up 

the human body are found in the gastrointestinal system. Bacteria make up more than 50% of 

the microbial community, then followed by the genera Archaeans and Eukaryotes (25). Having 

a diverse gut flora allows for logistic diversity, or the capacity of multiple microbes to perform 

equivalent functions. The host's gut microbiome typically plays significant beneficial roles, 

including those in the metabolism of carbohydrates and lipids, the production of vitamins and 

proteins, the proliferation of epithelial cells, defence against infections, and hormone 

regulation. Additionally, indigestible compounds like plant polysaccharides and human milk 

oligosaccharides can be broken down by gut bacteria (26). Multiple diseases have been 

associated with dysbiosis, or the imbalance of microbial populations., such as neurological 

conditions, inflammatory bowel disease, stunted growth, cancer, Type 2 diabetes, and obesity 

(27). A recent study found that while antibiotic use can negatively damage the gut microbiome 

and cause diabetes and obesity, calorie restriction can improve it. Studies on humans confirm 

that changes to the microbiota are linked to obesity (28). 

Genetic Factors and Causes  

Genetic factors are responsible between 40-70 percent of the diversity in human obesity, 

according to studies on families and twins. (29). Genetic factors are still quite important in the 

emergence of obesity even if there has been a rise in obesity prevalence over the past 20 years 

due to environmental factors. (30). Over 400 genes have been linked to T2DM by GWAS 

(Genome-wide association studies) methods (31, 32). These general categories of genetic 

factors for obesity include: 

1) Monogenic conditions are those brought on by just one gene mutation, frequently in the 

pathway of leptin-melanocortin. several genes, including Agouti-related peptide (AgRP), PYY 

(orexogenic), and melanocortin-4 receptor (MC4R), were discovered to cause obesity brought 

on by just one gene mutation. These genes influence the mechanisms through which the 

hormones (ghrelin, leptin, and insulin) and receptors in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus 

control hunger and weight. (33).  

1) A severe form obesity which is caused by organ and system anomalies as well as 

neurodevelopmental problems is termed as syndromic obesity. Alteration in a numerous genes 

and broader area of chromosome may be the reason of such obesity. (34).  

2) Multiple genes interact to cause polygenic obesity. As a result of numerous genes they 

possess, some obese people also gain weight. (35), and these mutations leads them to prefer 

food and, as a result, they consume more calories. These kinds of genes can increase intake of 

calories, increased level of hunger, decreases ability to stop eating when full, increased 

tendency to accumulate body fat, and increases the sedentary tendency (36).  

Rare monogenic abnormalities are linked to a high degree of appetite and can significantly 

increase a child's risk of obesity (37). Diet-induced obesity and dysregulated metabolism can 
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be brought on by leptin insufficiency. (38). The location of the gene(s) regulating obesity and 

features associated to obesity has been determined to be on chromosome 2p22 (a locus 

encompassing the POMC gene) (39). According to these findings, environmental factors and 

genetic make-up should both be taken into account when analysing childhood obesity (40). 

Obesity can be caused by a number of inherited, neuroendocrine, and chromosomal 

antecedents. (41). Obesity may be caused by chromosomal abnormalities and endocrine 

conditions like PCOS (Polycystic Ovary Syndrome) (42-43).  

 

THERAPEUTICS OF OBESITY 

Lifestyle Modifications 

Because there are no dedicated medicinal therapies for obesity, " Modification in lifestyle " 

remains the foundation for the management of obesity (4). It is suggested that at least 10% of 

obese people lose their body weight using an approach consisting of diet, exercise, and 

behavioural therapy (or lifestyle change) (44). Significant loss of weight can be obtained 

quickly by eating in moderation (45). Long-term weight control requires both substantial 

amounts of vigorous exercise and constant patient-provider contact. Changes in lifestyle 

frequently lead to a rapid decrease of body weight, (46). 

Anti-Obesity Drugs 

Pharmacological therapy is advised for individual whose BMI is more than 30 kg/m2 (or whose 

BMI is less than 27 kg/m2 with coexisting disorders) and who are failed to reduce weight with 

lifestyle changes (47). The United States Food and Drug Administration has agreed to several 

novel pharmacological medications in order to manage obesity quickly, including phentermine-

topiramate (Qsymia), orlistat (Xenical, Alli), liraglutide (Saxenda), and naltrexone-bupropion 

(Contrave). 

Bariatric Surgery (Weight Loss Surgery) 

One with a BMI more than 40kg/m2 or more than 35kg/m2 with comorbidity who failed to 

reduce weight with lifestyle and nutritional changes, medication, or both, bariatric surgery or 

weight losing surgery is an alternative option (47). Individuals' metabolic profiles are improved 

to different degrees by common bariatric procedures as Bilio-pancreatic diversion (BPD), 

sleeve gastrectomy (SG), Rouxen-Y gastric bypass (RYGB), and adjustable gastric banding 

(AGB) (48). In addition to changing biomarkers and the gut flora, bariatric surgery lowers the 

chronic inflammation associated with obesity and causes T2DM to go into long-term remission 

(49–50). 

Obesity-related inflammation and the development of insulin resistance 

Pathophysiological location of obesity-induced insulin resistance has received a lot of 

attention, in part because changes in adiposity are visible, but also because fat creates bioactive 

protein molecules like TNF- α that are easily identified and represent the inflammatory state of 

the organ (51). It has been suggested for a long time that metabolic disorder may be 

accompanied by chronic tissue inflammation. A number of epidemiological investigations have 
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connected moderate chronic inflammation to Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) development 

and its effects (52). Numerous significant research that has contributed to the field of immune 

metabolism's foundational knowledge over the past 20 years have also been published. Such 

as, Feingold et al. showed that in mice, Tumor Necrosis Factor - Alpha (TNF- α) causes 

impaired glucose tolerance. The discovery that adipose tissue from obese people exhibits high 

amounts of TNF-α and that insulin resistance and impaired glucose tolerance improve when 

TNF-α is neutralized were important results in demonstrating the link connecting immune cells 

and metabolic dysfunction. A variety of chemicals called adipokines are secreted by adipose 

tissue and are essential for regulating several physiological processes all over the body. 

Inflammatory signaling, hunger, immunological response, vascular development, blood 

pressure, and their production process area few of these functions. (53)  Adipose tissue enlarges 

in obesity to make room for extra fat storage, which results in a persistent low-grade 

inflammatory response. A rise in the amount of free fatty acids in circulation and soluble pro 

inflammatory substances such as interleukins, Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha, and the monocyte 

chemo attractant protein-1(MCP-1) are indicative of this. (54)   

 

Figure 1: Phenotypic change in adipose tissue due to weight gain. (Alternative 

Macrophage Activation and Metabolism-Scientific Figure on Research Gate) 

TNF-α a pro-inflammatory cytokine can activate a number of molecules involved in 

intracellular signaling, such as Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and Inhibitor of kB kinase 

β(IKKβ) that are crucial element of the inflammatory signaling system, followed to insulin 

action. It was found that inhibitory effect of TNF-alpha's is on Insulin-receptor substrate 1 (IRS-

1's) Ser307 residue which is located on myotubes. 
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TNF-alpha blocks the insulin signalling process in myotubes by phosphorylating the Ser307 

nucleotide at IRS-1.This phosphorylation is accomplishing p38 mitogen – activated proteins 

kinase (MAPK) and inhibitors KB kinase (IKK) signalling pathways activation of IKKβ results 

to the change in the location of Nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB) which causes inflammatory 

mediators to express themselves more frequently, including cytokines and chemokines 

(55).Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF- α), one of the factors released by the adipose layer, 

has been mentioned as a potential mediator of problems in glucose homeostasis.  

Systemic inflammation and T2DM have been linked, and the emergence of insulin resistance 

has been linked to higher cytokine levels, specifically proinflammatory cytokines like TNF- α. 

(56) 

T2DM is largely caused by insulin resistance, which happens when the body's cells cease 

responding to insulin as it should. Human investigations using magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy have revealed that people with resistance to insulin and type2 diabetes have a 

decreased capacity of insulin to promote the absorption of glucose and storage in skeletal 

muscle. Saturated fatty acids, in particular, might cause insulin resistance by impeding the 

action of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), which is involved in the tyrosine 

phosphorylation process of insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1) and other insulin signaling 

pathways (57).  

Insulin resistance typically persists for several years before T2DM manifests. Before onset of 

diabetes type2, IR is believed to start 10 to 15 years earlier. The body can compensate for lower 

insulin sensitivity during this time of insulin resistance by manufacturing more insulin to 

maintain normal blood glucose levels. But as time passes, the pancreas unable to produce 

enough insulin, due to which blood glucose levels rises gradually to develop T2DM (58). Both 

T2DM and obesity are associated with Insulin Resistance (59). 

Summary of the studies 

Study Conclusion 

1. Al Kibria GM., 2019 

16.7% of people were underweight overall. The overall incidence of 

overweight was 26.4% and obesity was found to be 11.0%, using Asian-

specific BMI cutoffs. The prevalence and percentages of the excessive 

body weight classifications (i.e., underweight, overweight, and obesity) 

varied by age, sex, education level, family financial status, geography, 

ecological zone, and provinces of residence in accordance with the 

prescribed cutoffs. 

2. FQ. Nuttall.,2015 

Study suggests that the BMI should no longer be used as a substitute to 

estimate body fat mass. Alternately, if BMI is still employed, the 

classifications and criteria need to be revised to reflect the actual 

distribution of BMIs in the general population. 

3. Fruh SM et.al 2017 

Obesity encourages a persistent, low-grade inflammatory state that has 

been linked to metabolic dysfunction, vascular dysfunction, thrombotic 

diseases, and many types of organ damage. These physiological effects 

have a significant impact on mortality and eventually play a role in the 

development of a number of morbidities, including CVD, T2D, OSA, and 

many cancers. 
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4. Frank M. Sacks et .al 

2009 

According to the study's findings, diets that help people lose weight may 

emphasise different fat, protein, and glucose compositions that lower their 

chance of developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease. In order to 

improve their chances of long-term success, such diets may also be 

customised for certain patients depending on their cultural backgrounds 

and personal preferences. 

5. Løvsletten O et.al., 

2020 

According to a study conducted in 2007, both men and women are more 

likely than women to be overweight overall, and the frequency of both 

types of obesity has increased over the last eight years. The study's 

participants, who ranged in age from 35 to 79, also displayed statistically 

important increases in their body weight and circumference of the waist in 

those who were younger than 60 and 70, respectively. The youngest 

categories of age exhibit the highest growth. 

6. Wariri O et.al.,2021 

Depending on wealth and the study population's location (urban vs. rural), 

there are significant disparities in prevalence of obesity in the research 

nations, according to our fairness analysis. In particular, urban populations 

and the richest quintile have consistently outperformed rural populations 

and the poorest quintile in terms of prevalence. 

7. Duffey KJ et.al.,2007 

We demonstrated that consuming fast food versus eating out had different 

cross-sectional impacts on current BMI. We provide evidence to support 

the idea that changes in the amount of each of these food sources consumed 

on a weekly basis may differ in how they relate to weight changes in young 

people. Increases in body mass index at years 7 (0.13 BMI unit) and 10 

(0.24 unit), that corresponds to weight gains of 0.42 kilogram and 0.77 

kilogram, respectively, was related with increased fast-food intake. 

8. Romero-

Ibarguengoitia ME, 

et.al., 2018 

According to the study, having a family history of obesity and having 

obesity in patients both predict inflammation, insulin resistance, obesity, 

and NAFLD by disrupting the regulation of several important metabolic 

enzymes and pathways (acylcarnitines and amino acids). 

9. Corica D et.al., 2018 

Family history of obesity and cardiometabolic disorders are significant risk 

factors for premature obesity in children and are linked to the severity of 

obesity. Even among the least obese children at initial evaluation, the 

metabolic profile, particularly HOMA-IR, is altered. BMI SD is a useful 

tool for stratifying obesity severity and determining patient 

cardiometabolic risk. 

10. Czajkowski P 

et.al.,2020 

As a result, our findings offer fresh perspectives on how diet and FTO SNP 

interactions affect the risk for obesity and its biochemical repercussions. 

The creation of genome-customized food advice to prevent obesity is 

becoming more likely thanks to developments in this sector. A cutting-

edge, effective method to stop the onset of obesity may involve identifying 

carriers of the FTO risk genotype and altering dietary consumption in 

accordance with the genetic profile. 

11. Lontchi-Yimagou E 

et.al 2013 

The available information concludes that low-grade chronic inflammation 

may have a role in the relationship between type 2 diabetes and obesity by 

way of inflammation-induced insulin resistance. Low-grade inflammation 

that affects adipose tissue and other insulin action targets is a hallmark of 

obesity, and it has sparked speculation that inflammation and insulin 

resistance may interact through as-yet-unidentified pathways. 

12. Alzamil H. et.al., 

2020 
The study suggests that the serum TNF-α correlates with the degree of 

insulin resistance and is also related to the combined effects in causing of 
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diabetes and obesity hence, TNF-α needs to be further investigated in order 

to explore if it can be helpful in management of obesity and T2DM. 

13. Yuan S et.al.,2020 

The study revealed the 1st direct causal proof of favourable relationships 

between TNF- α levels and atherothrombotic diseases like coronary artery 

disease, ischemic stroke, and venous thromboembolism. Hence, study 

concluded that higher TNF -α levels were strongly associated with 

established TNF- α driven diseases rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory 

disease. 

14. Shoelson 

SE.et.al.,2006 

The metabolic environment shared by obesity, T2D, and CVD is 

characterized by persistent subacute inflammation and insulin resistance. 

Different evidence suggest that it may be possible to directly target 

inflammation with medicinal interruption to treat and/or prevent insulin 

resistance and T2DM and to control risk for Cardio Vascular Disease and 

other metabolic conditions. Numerous individuals who are impacted by 

the obesity pandemic and the linked cluster of metabolic illnesses may see 

clinical advantages from these techniques. 

15. AK. Jha, et.al.,2023 

This study demonstrates a positive association between measures of TNF- 

α, body fat composition, and Fasting Blood glucose levels in obese 

individuals. TNF- α may thus aid in the emergence of insulin resistance, 

which may lead to Type 2 DM. 

16. Akash MSH, 

et.al.,2018 

 This article briefly discussed how TNF- α plays a significant role in the 

pathophysiology of T2DM and the induction of insulin resistance. 

Treatment for insulin resistance and T2DM may involve inhibiting 

inflammatory responses by suppressing TNF- α and TNF- α signaling. 

17. S. Singh, et.al 2023 

Serum TNF-α levels showed a positive correlation with Waist 

Circumference, indicating Abdominal Obesity, in young females of age 

ranging 18-24 years. Waist Circumference may be useful in appropriate 

interventional measures like a healthy lifestyle & diet may lower 

Abdominal Obesity. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This review demonstrates that serum TNF-α levels rises in obese people as it is positively 

correlated with Waist Circumference and Percentage Body Fat and FBG levels, which may 

help to promote the onset of insulin resistance and Type 2 diabetes mellitus. (58,60,61). 

TNF- α levels in obese adults may be lowered by changing their lifestyles to include calorie 

replacement weight loss, regular exercise, and avoiding high-calorie foods. The improvement 

in insulin sensitivity and the avoidance of serious health issues like coronary artery disease, 

Type-2 diabetes, high blood pressure, and atherosclerosis are other potential outcomes of the 

decrease in TNF- α levels (62).  

The improvement of Insulin sensitivity through these lifestyle changes may also help prevent 

the development of serious health complications associated with obesity. Therefore, adopting 

a healthy lifestyle with regular exercise and a balance diet may help prevent the onset of obesity 

and its related health consequences. 
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